T5550 TIMEBOMB (USA, 1992)
(Other titles: Nameless; Time bomb)

Credits: director/writer, Avi Nesher.
Cast: Michael Biehn, Patsy Kensit, Robert Culp, Richard Jordan.
Summary: Science fiction/thriller set in the contemporary U.S.. When watchmaker and Vietnam veteran Eddy Kay (Biehn) rescues a victim at a fire and appears on the evening news, he is recognized by a CIA agent and becomes the target of a government assassination attempt. Eddy it seems was reported KIA in Vietnam but was actually part of a CIA experiment that used futuristic aversion therapy to create soulless operatives. The attempt on Eddy’s life triggers nightmares and flashbacks and he seeks the help of psychiatrist Anna Nolmar (Kensit). Anna thinks Eddy is hallucinating and has him confined to a mental hospital, until there is another attempt on Eddy’s life by the man responsible for the CIA experiment. Eddy and Anna are forced to go on the run while Eddy tries to figure out what has happened to him.
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